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Functions

• So far
• We have learned the use of the functions.



What is a function?

 A function is a named sequence of statements.  Once a 
function is defined, its sequence of statements can be 
executed by calling it by name.

 Example functions:
 raw_input("Enter a number:”)

 random()

 math.sin(x)



Functions

 Functions may take an input, operates on that input and 
produces an output.

 E.g. Int()

Function
Input(optional) Output(optional)

Int()
Input data
(string data type )

Output
(integer data type)

Block of 
code

Defining a 
function

Use of the 
functions

Block of 
code



Functions

 Print()

 E.g. Random()

Random()No input
Output

It can produces 
a random 

number without 
any input data  

Block of 
code

Print 
Input 

No Output

Output is on 
the screen 

but it doesn’t 
return any 

value Block of 
code



Functions

 E.g. Dir()
Dir No input No Output

Output is on the 
screen but it doesn’t 

return any value.
It doesn’t have take 

any input data  Block of 
code



Functions

 Purpose

 Once defined, can be reused

 If it needs changing, only 1 place to make the change

 Efficient code

 ...

 ..

 .



Functions

 Arguments are input values used by the function in performing its 
required action.

 These are contained within the parenthesis after a function 
name.
 For example:

 math.sin(x)

 raw_input("Enter a number:”)

 Functions can make use of any number of arguments 
(0,1,2,3,…), however, it’s important that the number of arguments 
used when calling a function matches its definition.



Functions you have seen with 
arguments
import math
x = float (raw_input("Enter a 
number:")) 

print x, math.sin(x) 

Enter a number:3

3.0 0.14112000806



Functions you have seen without 
argument

import random 

x = random.random() 

print x 

0.8595772744202799



Functions

• So far
• We have learned the use of the functions.

• Now 
• We will learn how to define functions 



Anatomy of a Python function

def print_line():

print 
"=============================="

13

Keyword

Function name

Body

The colon make explicit 
the start of an indented 
block

Parenthesis for 
arguments, if any! Function naming convention is

lower_case_with_underscores



A simple function without 
arguments
def print_line():

print "=============================="

print 'About to call "print_line" twice: '

print_line()

print_line()

About to call "print_line" twice: 

==============================

==============================



A simple function with arguments
def print_line(length):

for j in range(0,length):

print "=",

print

==========

====================

==========

n = 10

print_line(n)  # Argument is a variable

print_line(20) # Argument is a literal

print_line(n)



A more interesting function with 
arguments (1)

def print_square(indent,side,symbol):

for j in range(0,side):

print indent*" " + side*symbol



A more interesting function with 
arguments (2)

print_square (0,3,’*’) 

print_square (3,5,’*’) 

***

***

***

*****

*****

*****

*****

*****



Documentation Strings (1)

 A document string (or docstring) is a piece o text placed 
at the beginning of a function to help document what the 
function does and what variables it uses.

 This is useful for any new person wanting to use or 
modify your function.

 It is declared by enclosing text within three quotation 
marks(""") at the beginning of a function.

 It is accessed by printing the special variable __doc__ 
related to a specific function.



Documentation Strings (2)

def print_square(indent,side,symbol):

"""Prints indented square of characters:

indent = leading spaces (int)

side   = side length (int)

symbol = character (str). """

for j in range(0,side):

print indent*" " + side*symbol



Documentation Strings (3)
>>> print print_square.__doc__

Prints indented square of characters:

indent = leading spaces (int)

side   = side length (int)

symbol = character (str) 



Conventions of Documentation 
Strings

 The first line should always be a brief 
summary of the function’s purpose (but not 
its name!). 

 This line should begin with a capital letter 
and end with a full stop.

 If there are more lines in the documentation 
string, the second line should be blank, 
visually separating the summary from the 
rest of the description. 

 The following lines should be one or more 
paragraphs describing the function’s calling 
conventions, its side effects, etc.



Returning Values

import math

def hypotenuse(x,y):

# Returns the hypotenuse of a

# triangle with sides x,y

hyp = math.sqrt(x**2+y**2)

return hyp
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Returning Values

 It can be useful when writing a function to have it 
“return” a certain value when it has finished 
executing.

 This could be the result of a calculation, or an error 
code for example (e.g. 1 for running successfully, or 
0 for if there’s a problem with the user’s input).

 By returning a value it means that this value can 
then be used outside of the function, somewhere 
else in your code.

 Calling the return value also has the result of 
ending your function at a particular point.



Returning Values

a = 5

b = 12

h = hypotenuse(a,b)

print h

13



Returning Values
The action of the return statement is to set the return value and terminate the 

execution of the function body, jumping back to the calling statement. There 
may be more than one return statement, e.g.

def in_range(x):

# Returns True if 0<x<1,

#    False otherwise 

if 0<x<1:

return True

else:

return False

print in_range(3)

False



When to use functions

 It is not always advantageous to make a 
function out of a block of code. Some 
points to consider are
 Will the block of code that need to be 

repeated? Using functions will make your 
programme
 more readable 
 less error prone

 Will the block of code be reused in 
another program? 

 Does the block of code perform a definite, 
but non-trivial task? 



Scope of variables

gsymbol= "*" 
def

print_square(indent,side):
lsymbol= "^" 
for j in range(0,side):

print indent*" " + 
side*lsymbol

Global variable

Local variable

print_square (0,3) 

^^^

^^^

^^^



Scope of variables

gsymbol= "*" 
def

print_square(indent,side):
lsymbol= "^" 
for j in range(0,side):

print indent*" " + 
side*gsymbol
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Global variable

Local variable

print_square (0,3) 

***

***

***



Scope of variables

def print_square(indent,side):

symbol= "^" 

for j in range(0,side):

print indent*" " + 
side*symbol

 symbol= "*" 

Global variable

Local variable

print_square (0,3) 

^^^

^^^

^^^



Scope of variables
def print_square(indent,side):

symbol= "^" 
for j in range(0,side):

print indent*" " + 
side*symbol



def
print_square_star(indent,side):
symbol= "*" 
for j in range(0,side):

print indent*" " + 
side*symbol



 print_square (0,3)
 print_square_star (0,3)

^^^

^^^

^^^

***

***

***



Local variables

 Variables created within a function are local to that 
function, i.e. they cannot be accessed from outside 
the function.

 Function parameters are also local.
 Variables created outside of any function are called 

global variables and can be accessed by any code 
in the same Python module (file). 

 Changing the value of a global variable from inside 
a function body however may yield unintended 
results. 

 You are cautioned not to have a local variable with 
the same name as a global variable; in contrast, 

 There is no problem if each of several functions 
have identically named local variables.



Coding style
(adapted from http://docs.python.org/tutorial/controlflow.html section 4.8)

 Use 4-space indentation, and no tabs.
 Wrap lines so that they don’t exceed 79 

characters.
 Use blank lines to separate functions 

and classes, and larger blocks of code 
inside functions.

 When possible, put comments on a line 
of their own.

 Use docstrings.



Coding style
(adapted from http://docs.python.org/tutorial/controlflow.html section 4.8)

 Use spaces around operators and after 
commas, but not directly inside bracketing 
constructs: 
a = f(1, 2) + g(3, 4).

 Name functions consistently: the convention 
is to use lower_case_with_underscores for 
functions and methods.

 Don’t use fancy encodings if your code is 
meant to be used in international 
environments. Plain ASCII works best in any 
case.



Summary

 Functions are used to separate reusable 
pieces of code.

 Arguments can be passed to a function when 
it is called so that it can use specific variables 
in its operation.

 Return values pass literals or variables back 
form the function to the main program code.

 Functions can be documented using 
Document Strings (or docstrings).


